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Outline of the presentation

� Main research questions

� The data set

� Descriptive analysis

� Econometric analysis
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Main research questions

� Why did some SME get their application for loans

from commercial/savings banks rejected during the

financial crisis?

� Poor credit rating of the SME (poor economic

performance and weak accounting data)?

� Tighter credit standards in the banking sector?

� Insufficient capitalisation of the banks?

� Did exporting SMEs have easier access to bank loans
than domestic firms?

� Did micro firms face higher loan rejection rates than

larger SMEs?

� Self selection: Why did some SME decide not to apply

for bank loans during the crisis?
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The Data Set

Bank-firm

level data

set

Firm-level answers to survey on around 2,000 Danish

SMEs access to finance in 2007 and 2009/10

Firm-level employment (from employment statistics)

Summary firm-level accounting data (from reporting to

Danish tax authorities)

More detailed supplementary firm-level accounting data

(from accounting statistics)

Firm-level export turnover in per cent of total turnover

(from foreign-trade statistics)

Firm-level information on the firms' main bank

relationship (from private data vendor, EXPERIAN A/S)

Bank-level accounting information (from reporting to

supervisory authorities)
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Other findings (charts shown in the paper)

Companies which got their applications for bank

loans totally or partly rejected were characterised

by:

� lower profit ratios

� higher short-term debt ratios

� lower median degree of liquidity

� higher implied interest costs on gross debt

than the other firms.







Loan impairment

charge ratio 2009 for
banks in:

Group 1: 1.5 per cent
Group 2: 5.6 per cent

Group 3: 4.2 per cent
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Other findings (charts shown in the paper)

Firms which did not apply for debt financing due to

fear of rejection or high interest rates were

characterised by:

� lower profit ratios

� higher short-term debt ratios

� lower median degree of liquidity

� higher implied interest costs on gross debt

than the other firms that applied for bank loans or

debt financing.
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Econometric Analysis

• Formal econometric analysis of the impact of firm
characteristics on the probability of having an application
for a bank loan accepted.

• Probit model:

P(loan application acceptedi) = f(firm characteristicsi)

• Take into account that firms, which do apply for bank
loans, are not a random sample of all firms (selection
model).

• Include key performance indicators of the firm's principal
bank connection to test whether loan acceptance rates
can be explained mostly by firm or bank characteristics.
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Main research questions - summary of findings

� Why did some SME get their application for loans from
commercial/savings banks rejected during the financial

crisis?

� Poor credit rating of the SME (poor economic

performance and weak accounting data)? YES

� Tighter credit standards in the banking sector? YES

� Insufficient capitalisation of the banks? NO

� Did exporting SMEs have easier access to bank loans than
domestic firms? NO

� Did micro firms face higher loan rejection rates than larger
SMEs? NO

� Self selection: Why did some SME decide not to apply for
bank loans during the crisis? Poor credit rating


